now is proof that it is in touch with what is actually going on out there.

The chronic problems of the outer suburbs have plagued our cities—and for ‘our cities’ read the people who live there, the welfare system that must service the place, the industries that do and don’t establish themselves there—for up to 30 years. The suburban sprawl is an integral part of our post-war culture. Whitlam recognised this in the late 60s, launched the 1972 election campaign at Blacktown and implemented policies aimed at providing services in developing metropolitan areas. But when Kerr sacked him, the ALP lost interest in this fundamental issue and it took 15 years to rediscover it. Why?

How could such a thing go missing in a party that purports—wrongly—to be mass-based? Should the ordinary working men and women, with their new families and their massive mortgages and their fear of unemployment, have formed a lobby group and paid a bunch of suits to make representations to the nobs of the ALP on their behalf?

The example of consumer goods helps to make the point. For the average suburban working family, an important goal is the acquisition of a substantial quantity and variety of sound and video equipment and white goods. In the past 15 years, these (mostly imported) goods have become inexpensive, in relative terms, and are within reach of most income earners.

The ALP and the ACTU have concentrated their efforts—although many critics say, with not enough vigour—on enabling people to have enough income to obtain these goods. But that is all, and it is only half of the task. Labor has paid little regard to how such consumerism and the messages and stimuli contained in the newly-established home entertainment centres have been gradually transforming the Australian people and their ideas of social responsibility.

This is a society of watchers, not doers. Labor Party and union membership has fallen because out beyond the freeway’s outer reaches you feel like you’ve been done over by political institutions that don’t feel for you any more. If you’re going to join something, make it something you’ll enjoy, like the footy club, or something that can produce results you can see, like a local conservation group.

For the Labor Party, the way ahead is not a matter of marketing or reorganisation. It is a matter of its activists and parliamentarians watching what people watch, reading what people read, waiting for the bus route and the child-care centre to come to their neighbourhood, being frightened of the things that frighten them. A proud history of struggle is all very well but it’s no help when you’re stuck in the peak-hour traffic every morning.
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